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Singer-songwriter & Counsellor Mel Golding, has written her music journey memoirs through an
analytical lens. Mel offers insights into her story as a young artist and how she became a
qualified counsellor later in life. Her life as an adolescent musician required much resilience and
self-belief to continue through adversities. She went through rejection, judgments, and identity
issues that impacted her development. She suffered abuse and family difficulties whilst pursuing
her dream to become a famous singer. Mel's pilgrimage encountered several big industry names
along the way, mentioned in her story and their role in her life. She highlights the element of ego,
authenticity, conformity, and love and approval, amongst other topics that have rarely been
highlighted with musicians. She speaks of her relationship with producer Mike Myers and her
meetings in the US with Mike Appel and Phil Ramone. Her story relays the element of
competition as she conveys the impacts of being compared to Celine Dion's market and the deal
that never materialised. Through self-reflection, the narrative of her story embodies a broad
analysis of the self, alongside some cognitive aspects underpinning the pilgrim of what it entails
to be an artist.Mel is now researching and creating podcasts for her show Facing Mel's Music,
here she interviews musicians from across the globe from all genres and all walks of life. Mel
shines a light on the holistic experiences of a musician and the importance of safeguarding
mental health.

"Dispelling decades of misinformation...Spoon-Fed is a fascinating read." —Tony Turnbull, The
Times"The nutrition revolution is well underway and Tim Spector is one of the visionaries leading
the way. His writing is illuminating and so incredibly timely." —Yotam Ottolenghi"Will actually help
you decide what to add to your next grocery shop... This is one of the clearest and most
accessible short nutrition books I have read: refreshingly open-minded, deeply informative and
free of faddish diet rules." —Bee Wilson, Guardian"Sacred cows fall thick and fast in this slim but
densely packed volume... A clarion call for change... This book should be available on
prescription." —Felicity Cloake, Literary Review --This text refers to the paperback edition.About
the AuthorTim Spector is a professor of genetic epidemiology at King's College London and
honorary consultant physician at Guy's and St Thomas’ Hospitals. He is a multi-award-winning
expert in personalized medicine and the gut microbiome, and the author of four books, including
the bestselling The Diet Myth. He appears regularly on TV and radio around the world, and has
written for the Guardian, BMJ, and many other publications. He is the lead researcher behind the
world’s biggest citizen science health project, the COVID Symptom Study app. This free tool has
been used by nearly 4 million people in the UK, US and Sweden to diagnose themselves without
testing. It has confirmed new symptoms and risk factors for the virus, allowing scientists to
monitor its progress and warn health authorities. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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IntroductionIt is my pleasure to finally release this book which has been with me for the past
twelve years. Life has certainly been hectic, but I finally found the moment to finish this part of
my life. As time moves on, the memories are becoming more and more distant, so it was time to
put everything down on paper before losing the nuts and bolts to the story of my life in music.
Here I share events and incidents on my journey in music, some happy, some funny and some
fused with tragedy. I felt it necessary to illustrate the adversities faced as a musician whilst in the
making and that despite the difficulties, you can turn your life around. This book talks about my
music endeavours from a platform of multiple adversities. Through self-reflection, the narrative of
my story embodies a broad analysis of the self, alongside some cognitive aspects underpinning
the pilgrim of what it entails to be an artist. Changing thoughts and seeing things in multiple
realities, I shine the light on my own journey in music from the very beginning to where I am
today. Life has presented many battles and dark hidden secrets. The traumas and tragedies all
make a lurking undertone to my career goals and aspirations. Falling in and out of love along the
way, losing family, and gaining solitude add to the storyline, making it an experience unique to
me and hopefully a valid contribution to you.As I fought my way through life, I slowly entered into
a world of mental health issues, something unfamiliar to me at the time, a terrain of the unknown
with absolutely no prior knowledge. My resilience pulled me through and made me the person I
am today. My understanding of mental health became a passion that led to a counselling
profession. I continue on that path as I follow my work and research within the realms of mental
health, emotional and spiritual wellbeing neatly bunched together as a bouquet of resilience.
Leading to my life's purpose today, I hope this book can inspire, and highlight the element of
surviving the industry, particularly young people who are so vulnerable and in need of
guidance.On the morning of 4th March 2008, it dawned on me that I should actually write a book
and who knows, maybe that would lead somewhere. It may ironically be the key to a successful



outcome. Going through a pessimistic phase, I initially called it I'll believe it when I see it. This
book began its journey by writing about the musical part of my life story. It has been the most
significant part of my life yet the most disappointing in its results. It baffled me as to why I was
still trying to launch my career as a singer after some twenty-odd years of suffering the ordeal of
the industry. I experienced many so-called knockdowns and rejections from the music industry
and felt the sorrow of never being the singer that Artist and Repertoire (A&R) were seeking to
sign. I believe my music was presented at the wrong time hence the saying, timing is everything.
Now that it's 2022, I am still baffled as to what keeps me going in this 'pain meets
pleasure' industry and why. Either I'm solid and determined with a deep sense of self-belief or
simply hopeful with dreaming at the foundation. My love for music and the ability to convey
feelings through singing got me through some of the most challenging times. I had built an inner
resilience and found confidence through my skills that made 'inner pillars of strength' that held
me together for the rest of my life. I write from the heart about my journey in music, which began
in Tenerife of the Canary Islands. A voyage of discovery took me to London, Ireland, Germany,
and America from this island. Rest assured, the tour hasn't ended yet! It's a constant and
evolving journey, leading to who knows where. My life has been one turbulent and emotional
rollercoaster from many angles. I wanted to share my experiences with anyone wishing to enter
into the world of music as it is a personal and professional pilgrimage that affects you forever.
Your unique style of development will depend upon the road you take as experiences shape
you. This book will be handy for the novice going into the professional world of music. My
personal story conveys the difficulties of environmental and surrounding factors that directly
impacted me personally and, subsequently, my life's direction. I start with addressing my
childhood and adolescence, followed by my time as a mature adult with parenting
responsibilities. My journey conveys the emotional and practical difficulties surrounding an artist
at a time of youth and development. I openly display the psychological and emotional hurdles I
endured and the ability to overcome them. To thrive in such an industry when going through
trauma, abuse, relationships, or conflicts takes enormous strength and infinite resilience. 
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